
Installation Instructions 

Wall Mounted Mirror Cabinet 

• Adjustable stainless steel buffer hinge

• Double layer adjustable tempered glass
shelf

• Infrared sensor switch 

• Aluminum alloy cabinet

11 
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11 • Double-sided copper-free silver mirror 

Note: This specification applies to Single door infrared induction switch LED Aluminum Cabinets. 
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Packing List 

[I] [IJ 
Expansion plug 08 Screw M5 Aluminum alloy bar 

Required tools 

Tape measure Spirit level Electric drill Screwdriver 

Hammer Drill bit Pencil 

Note: Please carefully read the following before installing 

A 
Warning 

1. Before installing the product, please carefully read

the instructions and operate accordingly;

2. Before installing, please turn off the main power

switch and ensure that it won't turn on;

3. The installation of this product requires that the staff

has some electrical knowledge;

4. This mirror cabinet is heavy; do not lift or install with

single person in order to avoid injury;

5. Before installing, please check whether the product

is broken, to avoid injury caused by damaged glass;

6. Do not clean the product surface with acid and alkaline

cleaning agent; please use a damp cloth.

7. Please ensure products in installed by a qualified fitter in
accordance with current regulations

8. In case of functional failure of the product, users are not
allowed to disassemble and repair without authorization,
otherwise, our company will not be responsible for any
safety accidents
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Installation Steps: 

1. Fixing the bar
1.1 Open the product packaging, and check whether the product has any

exception or functional damage; if yes, please return it to the dealer. 
1 .2 After selecting the location of the mirror cabinet, check whether the wall 

is solid, measure the distance of the holes (A, A-1) in the aluminum alloy 
bar with a tape measure and mark it on the wall with a pencil (Fig. 1 ). 

1.3 Drill holes in the marked position with electric drill and 08 drill bit, and 
use special ceramic drill if the wall surface is ceramic tile. 

1.4 Knock the expansion plugs into the holes in the wall with a hammer, and 
then tighten the screws with a screwdriver to fix the bar, and calibrate the 
level with a spirit level (Fig. 2). 

(A) (A-1) 

0 0 0 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 









3.3 If the cabinet door isn't flat (Fig. 10), adjust the distance between the 
door and the cabinet by adjusting the screw (c) to make the door 
flat. (Fig.11) 

A Warning: The distance between the door and the cabinet should not 
be too small, otherwise the door can't be opened and may 
lead to the door rupture. 

Fig. 10 
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Rotate CW: Distance between door and cabinet reduces 
Rotate CCW: Distance between door and cabinet increases 

Fig. 11 
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